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and consequently can be understood only as a sort of expression
of the dreamer's entire mental condition.
The dreamer of whom I shall speak is a youth just above
twenty years of age, and quite adolescent in his general
bearing. There is, in fact, something girlish in his appearance
and in his modes of expression. We can infer from the latter
that he is a person of goocl education and artistic tendencies.
His artistic interests are definitely in the foreground of
his personality. We perceive his good taste immediately,
just as we do his fine appreciation of all forms of art, His
emotional life is tender and soft, slightly dreamy, that is,
of the type characteristic of puberty, but of a feminine nature.
A marked preponderance of the feminine is undeniable.
There is no trace of the usual clumsiness of the age of puberty,
He is obviously too young for his age, and clearly therefore
an example of retarded development. This is corroborated
by the fact that he has come to me on account of his homo-
sexuality. The night preceding his visit to me he had the
following dream:—
" I am in a large cathedral wrapped in a mysterious
dusky light. I have been told that it is the Cathedral of
Lourdes. In the middle of it is situated a deep, dark well
into which I ought to go/1
The dream is clearly a connected expression of a mood.
The dreamer added the following remarks: "Lourdes is
the mystic fount of healing. Yesterday I very naturally
thought of the fact that I was going to seek a cure. There is
supposed to be such a well at Lourdes. Presumably it is not
very pleasant to plunge into the water. The well in the church
was very deep."
Now what does this dream tell us ? On the surface it
seems clear enough, and we might conceivably be content
with interpreting it as a kind of poetic formulation of an
expectation. We should, however, never allow ourselves
to be satisfied with an obvious interpretation, for it is a fact
of experience that dreams are much deeper and more significant

